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FALLOUT: Nuclear Bribes, Russian Spies, and the 

Washington Lies That Enriched the Clinton and Biden 

Dynasties 
 

Investigative Reporters Solomon and Bruner Reveal the Truth Behind the Uranium One 

Story, Joe Biden’s Ukraine Fiasco, and the Desperate Bid to Remove President Trump 
 

The Indispensable Guide To Putin’s Bid For Nuclear Dominance and the Real 

Scandals That Posed the Greatest Threats to American Democracy 
 

"This book is a MUST BUY!" — President Donald J. Trump  
 

In their new book Fallout, Solomon and Bruner follow the money and expose: 

 

• NEW REVELATION: Joe Biden’s Ukraine Energy Advisor Secretly 

Lobbied For Russian Nuclear Deals 

• BREAKING: How China, Russia, and Iran Got Sweetheart Nuclear Deals 

While Obama and Biden Inc. Cashed In 

• REVEALED: Ten Obama-Biden Giveaways to Putin That Weakened 

America 

• The Democratic Operatives Who Got Paid to Advance the Kremlin’s 

Agenda  



• How the Obama Foundation Bagged $10 Million From Utility Company 

After the Obama Administration Approved Its Uranium Deals With Russia 

• Clinton State Department Advisors Got Paid to Help Russia Corner the U.S. 

Uranium Market  

• Trump Administration Blasted ‘Corrupt’ Ukrainian Weapons Agency 

Linked to Major Schiff Donor Before Impeachment  
 

“The Uranium One story sprawls across multiple U.S. administrations and 

reaches the highest levels of the Kremlin, where it becomes a key part of the 

long-held ambition of Russian President Vladimir Putin to corner the world 

market for atomic energy. This book tells, as the late radio commentator Paul 

Harvey used to say, ‘the rest of the story.’”  

— Peter Schweizer, President, Government Accountability Institute and 

Author of Clinton Cash 
 

In June 2020, a major story broke exposing a multimillion-dollar bribery scheme in Ukraine 

involving a corrupt energy company called Burisma. Ukrainian prosecutors seized an 

unprecedented $6 million in cash and detained several Burisma executives (including the 

Burisma signatory to a deal with the Obama-Biden State Department). Burisma famously paid 

the firm of Vice President Joe Biden’s son, Hunter, millions of dollars while the company was 

under multiple investigations for corruption. History tends to repeat itself.  

 

What most people do not know is that the Bidens’s work in Ukraine was actually part of an effort 

to counter Russia’s energy strategy in the region—an energy strategy that was initially (and 

fecklessly) advanced by the Obama-Biden administration under the so-called “Russian reset.” 

The reset, which Biden publicly proposed less than one month into the administration’s first 

term, allowed the Kremlin to capture American resources ranging from missile technology to 

sensitive uranium assets.  

 



One victory for the Kremlin was the infamous takeover of Uranium One by the Russian state 

nuclear agency, Rosatom. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton’s connection to the approval of the 

Uranium One deal implicated her in the most egregious foreign influence scandal in modern 

history. Not only did the sale of Uranium One put 20 percent of America’s domestic uranium 

supply under the control of Vladimir Putin, but there was also evidence that the Clintons 

themselves had hugely profited from the deal.  

 

When presidential candidate Donald Trump made Uranium One the centerpiece of his “Crooked 

Hillary” attacks, the Clinton team feared its potential damage to Hillary’s campaign. Others in 

the Obama-Biden camp worried that, if elected, Trump would expose their roles in selling out 

America’s security to Putin. Their desperate need to neutralize the issue led them to launch an 

unprecedented investigation into the Trump campaign’s purported ties to Russia. 

 

The infamous Steele dossier, produced by Clinton-connected Fusion GPS, sparked an 

investigation under FBI Director James Comey. Instead of ending after the election, the 

investigation grew bigger, eventually leading to Comey’s firing and the appointment of Special 

Counsel Robert Mueller. When Mueller failed to find grounds for President Donald Trump’s 

impeachment, Democrats seized on an ambiguous phone call with the Ukrainian president as a 

pretext to remove Trump from office. This gambit blew up in their faces when it exposed the 

secrets that Democrats tried hard to keep buried—secrets that Joe Biden hopes will remain 

buried. 

 

To date, there has never been a full and transparent investigation of the Uranium One deal (nor 

the Obama administration’s disastrous Russian reset policy) despite massive public outcry. 

Congress urged the DOJ to appoint a special counsel, to no avail. In response to congressional 

pressure, then-Attorney General Jeff Sessions tasked U.S. Attorney John Huber with 

investigating the matter in November 2017. There has been no indication that Huber’s 

investigation was serious or credible, according to whistleblowers like William D. Campbell who 

have repeatedly sought to provide their evidence and testimony.  

 



Solomon and Bruner’s pathbreaking bombshells are backed by more than one hundred pages of 

citations (including more than 1,200 endnotes citing never-before-revealed documents, as well 

as exclusive primary source accounts, official government records, corporate filings, and 

corroborating reports from legacy media outlets). Accordingly, Fallout provides the most 

comprehensive investigation of the Obama administration’s failed Russia policy and how it led 

to chaos, cronyism, and corruption in Ukraine.  

 

About the Authors 

 

John Solomon is an award-winning investigative journalist, author of DSK: The Scandal that 
Brought Down Dominique Strauss-Kahn and digital media entrepreneur who serves as Chief 
Executive Officer and Editor in Chief of Just the News. During his quarter-century career in print 
and broadcast media, Solomon has covered a variety of issues, from the convicted serial killer, 
Jeffrey Dahmer, to an in-depth look at teachers who returned to classrooms after child 
molestation convictions. In 2008, Solomon joined The Washington Times as executive editor. 
Before joining the Times, Solomon was a national investigative correspondent 
at The Washington Post, where he uncovered former New York mayor Rudolph Giuliani’s secret 
security firm clients, former senator John Edwards’ relationship with a controversial hedge fund, 
and the FBI’s misuse of an anti-terrorism tool that allowed agents to gather phone and computer 
records of Americans without court approval. 
 
Seamus Bruner is the author of Compromised: How Money and Politics Drive FBI 
Corruption and the Associate Director of Research at the Government Accountability Institute 
(GAI). Bruner has worked with Peter Schweizer since 2011 and GAI since 2013, providing 
research and support for numerous New York Times bestsellers. Bruner’s research has been 
featured on the front page of top publications like The New York Times, The New York Post, The 
Wall Street Journal, and The Washington Post and resulted in multiple 60 Minutes exposés. 
Bruner has discussed the results of his findings on national TV and radio. 

 

 

ADVANCED PRAISE FOR FALLOUT: 
 

FALLOUT has been endorsed by high-profile names that readers trust, including the President of 

the United States, a former CIA Moscow station chief, multiple former federal prosecutors and 

top non-partisan attorneys, and the top news anchors and investigative journalists in the country.  

 

This book’s findings derive from a comprehensive analysis of public records and reports backed 

up with exclusive sources and never-before-seen documents. Fallout’s insider accounts include a 



thirty-five-year veteran of the uranium industry and former top executive of Uranium One, Inc., 

a former top CFIUS advisor to the Director of National Intelligence (DNI), and an FBI operative 

who infiltrated Putin’s nuclear empire, among many other credible high-level sources. 

 

 

“More than three years ago, John Solomon and I talked about how the Russia scandal was 

a big onion of deceit that needed to be peeled layer by layer. He and I and a small 

ensemble of journalists did just that, exposing the greatest political scandal of our 

generation. Fallout is the extraordinary last chapter in John’s and Seamus’s mission to 

give the American people the truth.”  

— Sean Hannity, Fox News’ #1 rated host  

  

“This book very effectively details how a Russian domination strategy was deployed in 

the United States with the willing support and cooperation of the Obama administration. 

These were important and serious events that every American should fully understand. 

As the title suggests, the ‘fallout’ from this unchecked assertion of power and greed, still 

lingers large in today’s current affairs.”  

— Scott Melbye, former Uranium One executive (thirty-five-year veteran of 

the uranium and nuclear energy industry and former Executive Vice President 

of Marketing at Uranium One, Inc.)  

  

“The full Uranium One saga is one of the most important untold stories in American 

politics and these authors have captured it and turned it into a fascinating thriller. Anyone 

who still thinks the Uranium One story has been ‘debunked’ must read this book.”  

— James G. Rickards, CFIUS expert (former advisor to the CFIUS Support 

Group of the Director of National Intelligence) 

 

“Putin despises Democrats and Republicans alike. What scares him the most is 

democracy. He wants us all to be sick from the Kremlin‘s discoverable influence 

operations.”  

— Daniel Hoffman, former CIA station chief in Moscow 



 

“The Russia and Ukraine scandals are unraveled, corruption and greed exposed. No one 

is better at uncovering the truth than these two investigative journalists.” 

— Gregg Jarrett, Fox News legal analyst (author of the #1 New York 

Times bestsellers The Russia Hoax and Witch Hunt)  

 

“A MUST READ.” 

— Bernard Kerik, former NYPD Commissioner 

 

 “Solomon and Bruner’s Fallout will inform all Americans seeking truth and justice. 

Only read this book if you want THE TRUTH!” 

— Sidney Powell, federal appellate attorney for General Michael Flynn 

(Former Federal Prosecutor and Author of the runaway bestseller Licensed to 

Lie: Exposing Corruption in the Department of Justice) 

 

“The Russia and Ukraine scandals not only corrupted government decisions, they helped 

enrich lots of Washington insiders. John Solomon’s new book with Seamus Bruner, 

Fallout, tells it all.”  

— Sharyl Attkisson, five-time Emmy Award-winning journalist 

 


